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We are confident that if you follow this action plan you 
will, over time, increase cross-sales of useful services 
to clients. Once you have achieved this, you can then 
use the same resources to speed up the conversion of 
business prospects into fee paying clients.

This confidence is underwritten by a 90 day guarantee 
– follow our fee builder implementation plan (including 
the use of our three follow-up support calls) – and if 

you can demonstrate that after following this action 
plan you have not recovered your investment in 
Fee Builder, we will refund ALL your Fee Builder 
subscriptions paid to Landmark.

The remainder of this plan is set out in a series of 
simple steps. When you have signed up to the Fee 
Builder Plus service, start at the top and work your  
way down the list.

Introduction
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Accessing your dashboard
Your first job is to login and set up a password to 
access the various components that have been made 
available to you in your Fee Builder dashboard.

You may have already have done this as you will have 
been prompted to login when you signed up for Fee 
Builder. If this password set-up process has not been 
completed, go to:

• https://feebuilder.azurewebsites.net/login

• click on the “Forgotten your password” link

•  in the dialogue box that opens, enter the email 
address used when you signed up for Fee Builder

• click on the “reset password” button

•  Check your Inbox for the reset email from Landmark, 
follow the reset link and setup your password.

•  When completed, return to the login url and login.

Check your user details are correct and upload  
a jpeg or similar format copy of your logo (if not 
already done). Click the “Downloads” link on the 
navigation bar where you can access the bundle 
of files and the code to setup the risk assessment 
displays and videos on your website.

Note: your initial subscription to Fee Builder partly 
funds the creation of two branded videos for your 
practice. There will be an approximate delay of 7 to  
14 days while this development work is completed.  
As soon as your videos are produced the code will  
be added to your “Downloads” page together with  
a copy of the relevant MP4 files.

Email support@landmarkpd.co.uk if you have any 
problems accessing your dashboard.

We can now move on to the second task, setting up 
Fee Builder information on your website.
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Setting up your website
To get the maximum value from Fee Builder we 
recommend a few changes to your website to 
promote Fee Builder. Links to the new page(s) will  
be used when approaching clients and prospects.

To save you and your developers time we have 
created a page on the Swan Partnership website  
– this is Bob Edwards’ practice site – that you can  
use as a template. It displays the risk assessment  
and video elements, sets out a list of services 
promoted in Fee Builder and includes a call-to-action.

You have permission to copy as much or as little as 
you and your developers choose to provide a Fee 
Builder landing page on your site.

The link to the relevant Swan Partnership page is: 
https://swanpartnership.biz/client-support/

Please note, you cannot use the header “holding 
hands” graphic as this is licensed to Swan/Landmark 
from Adobe Stock.

Once this change to your website is underway  
you can proceed to start your first Fee Builder  
cross-sales campaign.

Fee Builder Plus is a combination of resources and practical support options. It is a 
process. This implementation action plan sets out the chronology of what you need 
to do; which resources to use and how to obtain practical help from the team at 
Landmark and Edwards Pearce, who have jointly created this product.
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Cross-sales campaign
It is safe to assume that your shortest route to 
obtaining an increase in fee income and providing 
useful services to your client base is to concentrate, 
initially, on cross-sales campaigns. Accordingly, the 
steps that follow are focussed on achieving just that. 

All of the resources mentioned in the following 
steps will be available from your dashboard, the 
“Downloads” page.

Step one: Read the Fee Builder Workbook file

The workbook lists a number of services that you 
could offer to clients. Select one service that will  
have most resonance with your client base. For the 
next 90 days, this service option will form the basis  
of your first Fee Builder, cross-sales campaign.

Step two: Identify the clients that should get value 
from your selected service

The simplest way to do this is set out below:

•  Export a client list from your practice database  
to a .csv file.

•  Strip down the csv to a client contact name and  
their email address. 

•  Open the “Identify cross-sales opportunities.xlsx”  
file included in your Fee Builder resources.

•  Detailed instructions on how to import your client  
list into the spreadsheet are set out in the column 
range O8 to X39.

Now that you have identified the cross-sales service 
that you want to promote and the clients that you  
feel may be interested in the selected service, you  
are ready to proceed to step three: initial approach  
to clients.

Step three: Initial approach to clients

From your dashboard, download and open the “Fee 
Builder cross sales marketing check list” edit copy  
as required and send to your selected list.

Step four: Follow up cross-sales approaches

Follow email with a call next day/next week and offer  
to see client to discuss the benefits of the service in 
more detail.

Speak to interested clients and close agreements to 
provide additional service offerings.

Fee builder action plan 
Support calls
The team at Edwards Pearce will call you to support 
this initial action plan and provide follow up support 
at one-month and three-months. This will help you 
decide on the best application of Fee Builder for  
your practice, how to assess the benefits of using  
Fee Builder and how to build on your initial use of  
Fee Builder to create longer term marketing goals  
for your practice.

Don’t lose sight of the notion that Fee Builder is a 
process. The various tools and resources support  
this process, but to make progress you will have to  
get into action mode.

Be sure to make your three follow-up appointments 
with the Fee Builder team at Edwards Pearce.

Good luck.

Support team contact details:

Edwards Pearce: 01763 849603

Landmark: 01723 363133
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